
Astrology Guide

By Mia Mitchell - SaucyMoo Healing



Astrology is a language.
If you understand this language,
the sky speaks to you.

— Dane Rudhyar



About Me
In 2017 I started creating essential oils blends to support my mental and general health; to
bring me a sense of calm, peace of mind, and presence in each day, I soon realised that
others desired my magic and in 2018 I decided to share my gifts by launching my brand
SaucyMoo - a heart centred business creating natural products to nourish the body, mind
and spirit.

Since then, SaucyMoo has grown and evolved into offering ethically sourced crystals and
cleansing tools, card readings, energy healings, astrology readings and mentorships.

Over the past few years, I have studied, trained, practiced and become attuned to Reiki
Master level and Sekhem Master level, offering energy healings both in person and via
distance. I also facilitate Women's Circles and Reiki Trainings, attuning others into the
magical world of energy healing via this beautiful and transformative modality.

Astrology has always been a passion of mine, and something I have been studying on a
deeper level with a guide and mentor to enable me to step into this new area of magic
and offer personal birth chart readings and astrology guidance. I also offer coaching
containers and mentor programs to guide you on a transformative journey to uncover
your cosmic blueprint, your true essence, so can you live in alignment with your highest
self and follow the path you were intended for this lifetime.

The energetics and potency of my work illuminates the path of deep transformation and
becoming for my clients. 

Love, Mia xx
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Welcome to my foundational astrology guide. This magical and insightful guide
will give you a basic understanding of the zodiac signs, houses and planets so
that you can start to decode your own birth chart. 

Astrology is a beautiful language of the sky. It is an ancient wisdom teaching
and can help you better understand yourself and the world around you. 

Your birth chart is a cosmic blueprint of the exact moment you entered the 3D
world. It is imprinted by the energy of the stars and the planets at the time you
were born.

Our birth chart can illuminate what we are here to experience in this lifetime 
 and guide us to live in alignment with our highest calling. It can help us
interpret and understand more about our unique self - our personality,
relationships, career, strengths, weaknesses, quirks, flaws, habits, lessons to
learn, karma, things to release and more.

Astrology can provide you with wisdom and self knowledge, and be a
wonderful tool for guidance, however it does not predict your life, or future, it
merely gives you a framework in which to guide you on your path if you choose
to work with the information and energy that it can reveal. Ultimately, you are a
sovereign being and always have free will and choice.

Enjoy!

Love, Mia xx



Before we start, you need to have a copy of your birth chart. You will need the
exact time of your birth and birth location. The best place to access this for free
is www.astro.com  

Once you have entered your birth details, select the Extended Chart Selection
from the Horoscopes menu (under Drawings, Calculations, Data). Under Options
for Zodiacs and Houses, select Whole Signs from the drop down box. Leave
everything else as the default settings.

I use the Whole Signs house system to read and analyse birth charts as this is
how I learnt astrology, and I find it easy to navigate. However, you can use
Placidus or Equal House.

When using different house systems, you will notice changes in the way the
houses are divided, and this can alter the placements within your chart.
Ultimately, it is up to you to determine which house system resonates with you.

The chart it is divided into 12 equal parts, like pieces of pie - Zodiacs and Houses.
The Zodiac glyphs (symbols) are placed around the outer circle. In the middle of
the birth chart are numbers 1-12, these are the house numbers. Each zodiac has
30 degrees - 0-29, and these are shown by the tiny little black lines. The planet
glyphs are also displayed around the chart - they have numbers near them,
these are the degrees of the zodiac that the planet was in at the time of your
birth. The coloured lines within the circle are aspects. 

Birth Chart
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https://www.astro.com/cgi/genchart.cgi
https://www.astro.com/cgi/genchart.cgi


In this guide, we will look at the basics of the following:

Zodiacs - the how.
How we bring certain traits/characteristics/energy/flavour into this life.

Houses - the where.
The area of life in which we bring our unique energy.

Planets + Luminaries - the what.
Every planet symbolises something in our life and rules over different areas of
our psyche.

Angles + Nodes
Ascendant (Rising), Midheaven (MC) and North/South Node

The combination of the zodiac and house, and then any planets within that
house can help you decode and piece together your unique cosmic blueprint -
the energy and essence of who you are, and what you are here to experience,
release and learn in this lifetime.

It will be handy to keep a copy of your birth chart handy as you work through
this.

Birth Chart
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The Zodiacs
The Zodiac signs are twelve constellations which run along the ecliptic, the
plane of the earth's orbit around the sun. 

Each sign embodies its own energetics, its own qualities and traits, strengths
and weaknesses. They describe a persons unique personality, emotions,
behaviour and mindset. 

We each have ALL the signs of the zodiac in our chart, some are just more
emphasised and pronounced than others based on luminary and planetary
placements, and the house in which they occupy.

Each zodiac sign also belongs to one of four elements - fire, earth, air and water.
The elements represent an essential type of energy within us. 

Working with our zodiac sign and the elements, we can get a better
understanding of our positive traits, our potential, the areas of our life in which
we excel and also the negative aspects of our inner and external self so we can
release, dismantle and transmute the energy around these negative qualities. 

The more we learn, understand and translate our chart, the more opportunity we
have to grow and evolve by working with this unique energy.
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Zodiac Sign Glyphs

Aries Taurus Gemini Cancer

Leo Virgo Libra Scorpio

Sagittarius AquariusCapricorn Pisces
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Fire
Yang energy - Passionate - Enthusiastic - Creative
Action takers - Independent - Fun - Inspirational

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Earth
Yin energy - Grounded - Practical - Loyal - Stable

Pragmatic - Realistic - Cautious - Sensual

Air
Yang energy - Curious - Communicative - Balanced

Versatile - Idealistic - Intellectual - Cooperative 
 
 

 
 
 

Water
Yin energy - Emotional - Sensitive - Intuitive -

Compassionate - Empathic - Creative - Perceptive

Elements
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Aries
Leo

Sagittarius

Gemini
Libra

Aquarius

Cancer
Scorpio
Pisces

Taurus
Virgo

Capricorn



Guide to the Zodiacs
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Aries - The Ram
Passionate - Fiery - Independent - Courageous - Dynamic
Powerful - Original - Direct - Leaders - Fearless - Progressive

Taurus - The Bull
Grounded - Stable - Dependable - Patient - Steadfast - Loyal
Sensual - Supportive - Gracious - Practical - Nurturing

Gemini - The Twins
Curious - Logical - Questioner - Open-minded - Progressive
Communicative - Intelligent - Adaptable - Thoughtful

Cancer - The Crab
Sensitive - Kind - Intuitive - Compassionate - Generous - Nurturing
Genuine - Sincere - Courageous - Leader - Empathic

Leo - The Lion
Brave - Leader - Passionate - Dramatic - Generous - Determined
Radiant - Confident - Charismatic - Entertaining - Protective

Virgo - The Maiden/Virgin
Responsible - Organised - Altruistic - Supportive - Honest - Kind
Healer - Refined - Modest - Logical - Humble - Precise

Libra - The Scales
Refined - Polished - Diplomatic - Balanced - Seeking justice - Beautiful
Easy going - Graceful - Harmonious - Persuasive - Generous

Scorpio - The Scorpion
Mysterious - Loyal - Magnetic - Deep - Intuitive - Empathic - Instinctual
Passionate - Perceptive - Psychic - Determined - Driven - Empowering

Sagittarius - The Centaur/Archer
Adventurous - Insightful - Wise - Optimistic - Truth seeker - Moral
Open-minded - Intelligent - Ambitious - Versatile - Enthusiastic

Capricorn - The Sea-Goat
Determined - Responsible - Ambitious - Hard working - Logical
Grounded - Discerning - Strategic - Persistent - Powerful - Wise

Aquarius - The Water Bearer
Humanitarian - Futurist - Logical - Free spirited - Intelligent - Light
Inventive - Friendly - Insightful - Communicative - Compassionate

Pisces - The Fish
Sensitive - Creative - Mystical - Psychic - Emotional - Intuitive
Dreamy - Artistic - Compassionate - Reliable - Attuned - Wise



The Houses
The birthchart is split into 12 zodiac signs and 12 houses. The 12 houses in
astrology represents the 12 areas of our life.

Our birth chart starts with the first house (our Rising sign), representing self,
and moves around the chart anti-clockwise until the 12th house - completion. 

The first 6 houses are personal, the next 6 are interpersonal.

Each house within your own chart is ruled by a sign of the zodiac depending
on the moment you became earthside. So if you are a Scorpio Rising, then
Scorpio rules your first house, and Libra rules your 12th house. If you are a
Taurus rising, then Taurus is your first house and Aries is your 12th house.

The houses, in general, are also associated with a zodiac - eg. Aries is the first
zodiac and rules first house, and Pisces is the twelfth zodiac and rules the
twelfth house. 

Houses highlight an area of your life, and the way you experience that part of
your life is represented by the zodiac sign and any planet placements within
that house. Houses bring context to the chart.

You are your sign, you do your house. 
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Guide to the Houses
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First House - Aries
Identity - Self - Appearance - Outward expression - Style - First impressions
- Approach to life

Second House - Taurus
Security - Money - Income - Assets - Possessions - Value - Material world

Third House - Gemini
Communication - Local travel - School - Neighbourhood - Social Media 
- Siblings 

Fourth House - Cancer
Home - Roots - Origin - Mother - Ancestory - Private life

Fifth House - Leo
Pleasure - Fun - Self discovery - Dating - Sex - Joy - Hobbies - Creativity 
- Entertainment

Sixth House - Virgo
Work - Daily routines - Service to others - Health - Wellness - Pets 

Seventh House - Libra
One on one - Relationships - Partnerships - Business partnerships - Marriage

Eighth House - Scorpio
Death - Rebirth - Sex - Intimacy - Tantra - The Occult - Inheritances - Taxes 
- Other peoples money

Ninth House - Sagittarius
HIgher education - Knowledge - Teaching - Spirituality - Religion - Faith
Belief systems - International travel

Tenth House - Capricorn
Career - Ambition - Recognition - Reputation - Public life - Fame - Father 
- Gifts to the world - Legacy

Eleventh House - Aquarius
Friendship - Humanitarian - Social life - Groups/Organisations - Luck 
- Hopes and dreams - Collective contribution

Twelfth House - Pisces
Completion - Secrets - Fantasies - Escape - Retreat - Seclusion - Mental
health - Karma



The Planets + Luminaries
Astrology works by examining the movement of the planets and
celestial bodies through the sky from the perspective of us here on
earth. When analysing and interpreting a birth chart, the placement of
the planets and luminaries at the time of birth play a vital role in
understanding the bigger and overall picture. 

We look to the luminaries (Sun and Moon) and the 8 planet
placements to deepen our understanding of the birth chart. 

Each luminary/planet symbolises and represents different qualities
and characteristics that rule over different parts of our lives. The
planets bring their own unique energy to the chart, depending on
where they are placed - zodiac and house. We can then use that
knowledge to interpret how that energy will be expressed within an
individual. 

There are personal planets (Sun, Moon, Mercury, Mars and Venus),
social planets (Saturn and Jupiter) and outer/generational planets
(Uranus, Neptune and Pluto).
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Guide to the Planets + Luminaries
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Sun - Leo
Identity - Self - Ego - Personality - Vitality - Consciousness - Stamina -
Life force - The way you shine your light

Saturn - Capricorn
Structure - Discipline - Responsibility - Ambition - Obligation - Restriction
- Law - Maturity - Karma - Mastery

Moon - Cancer
Emotions - Empathy - Sensitivity - Mood - Creativity - Habits - Instincts -
Unconsciousness - The way you express your emotions and nuture yourself

Mercury - Gemini, Virgo
Communication - Intellect - Mind - Language - Expression

Venus - Taurus, Libra
Love - Beauty - Money - Arts - Culture - Relationships - Harmony -
Attraction

Mars - Aries, Scorpio
Drive - Desire - Passion - Ambition - Aggression - Action - Sex - Courage

Uranus - Aquarius
Rebellion - Collective - Uniqueness - Eccentricity - Revolutionary -
Modern technology

Neptune - Pisces
Fantasies - Dreams - Illusion - Intuition - Mysticism - Imagination -
Artistic pursuits

Pluto - Scorpio
Transformation - Death - Rebirth - Power

Jupiter - Sagittarius
Growth - Expansion - Luck - Good fortune - Abundance - Understanding
- Blessings - Generosity

Chiron - The Wounded Healer - Virgo 
Here to help you understand your deep core wounding, as well as the
karmic and past life energy you are here to work through



Angles + Nodes
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Ascendant - Rising
First impressions - Outward expression (Personal) - Outlook on the world
- Physical appearance - Identity - Self esteem - Front door

Midheaven
Public image - Career - Reputation - Greatest contribution  - Soul work -
Outward expression (Public/Professional) 

Nodes - North and South
South Node - the challenges and gifts we bring from previous lifetimes
North Node - our karmic paths and the lessons we are here to learn

The chart is made up of 4 angles - Ascendant (Rising), Descendant, Medium Coeli (MC)
Midheaven and Imum Coeli (IC). The angles are the mathematical points on the chart
calculated at the moment a person is born. When first starting out with interpreting
your chart, the Ascendant and the Midheaven are a great place to start when it comes
to understanding the angles.

The Nodes - North and South - are the points in the sky where the Sun and the Moon
cross paths - also known as the Nodes of Destiny.

AC

MC



My Ascendant (Rising sign) is                                                                                . The element of my AC is                                                   .

My appearance to the external world, and how people see me is

Your Big 3! Rising, Sun, Moon.
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My Moon sign is                                                        in the                     house.

The way I express my emotions is

  

I feel safe and nutured expressing myself through

My Sun sign is                                                           in the                     house.

When I shine my light out into the world, I am

  

I express myself best through



Your Chart House Placements
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My First House is in 
Identity - Self - Appearance - Outward expression - Style - First impressions
- Approach to life

My Second House is in
Security - Money - Income - Assets - Possessions - Value - Material world

My Third House is in
Communication - Local travel - School - Neighbourhood - Social Media -
Siblings 

My Fourth House is in
Home - Roots - Origin - Mother - Ancestory - Private life

My Fifth House is in
Pleasure - Fun - Self discovery - Dating - Sex - Joy - Hobbies - Creativity -
Entertainment

My Sixth House is in
Work - Daily routines - Service to others - Health - Wellness - Pets 

My Seventh House is in
One on one - Relationships - Partnerships - Business partnerships - Marriage

My Eighth House is in
Death - Rebirth - Sex - Intimacy - Tantra - The Occult - Inheritances - Taxes -
Other peoples money

My Ninth House is in
Higher education - Knowledge - Teaching - Spirituality - Religion - Belief
Systems - International travel - Faith

My Tenth House is in
Career - Ambition - Recognition - Reputation - Public life - Fame - Father -
Gifts to the world - Legacy

My Eleventh House is in
Friendship - Humanitarian - Social life - Groups/Organisations - Luck -
Hopes and dreams - Collective contribution

My Twelfth House is in
Completion - Secrets - Fantasies - Escape - Retreat - Seclusion - Mental
Health - Karma



Work With Me
There are currently several ways you can work with me.

Foundational Birth Chart Reading - Sun, Moon, Rising, Chart Ruler - BOOK HERE
During a Foundational Birth Chart reading we dive into your birth chart and look at your
big three placements - Sun, Moon and Rising, plus your Chart Ruler (the planet that rules
your chart) and other magical aspects of your chart. This reading will give you deeper
knowledge, insights and guidance into your own unique cosmic blueprint - 90 minutes.

1:1 Birth Chart/Energy Healing Mentor 3 Session Package - BOOK HERE
A 3 session package for a deeper healing journey, we will connect 1:1 via Zoom. These
sessions are created to help you dissolve blocks, and create space to allow love and
magic into your heart and soul, so you can live your best life - 3 x 60 minutes.

New Moon mini guidance - BOOK HERE
A 15-minute intuitive guidance session to discuss the upcoming New Moon and how it will
affect you personally according to your unique birth chart. Find out which area of your life
will be most affected and how you can best harness and work with her energy to set
intentions and manifest.

Full Moon mini guidance - BOOK HERE
A 15-minute intuitive guidance session to discuss the upcoming Full Moon and how it will
affect you personally. Find out which area of your life will be most affected by the energy,
any personal transits of note and how best to channel your energy to support you
through this lunation.

Love, Mia xx
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https://calendly.com/saucymoo/intuitive-birth-chart-consult
https://calendly.com/saucymoo/intuitive-energy-healing-1-1-journey
https://calendly.com/saucymoo/new-moon-guidance
https://calendly.com/saucymoo/full-moon-guidance


Thank you!
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